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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the so-called New Item problem in video Recommender Systems, as part of Cold Start. New item problem occurs
when a new item is added to the system catalog, and the recommender system has no or little data describing that item. This could
cause the system to fail to meaningfully recommend the new item
to the users. We propose a novel technique that can generate cold
start recommendation by utilizing automatic visual tags, i.e., tags
that are automatically annotated by deeply analyzing the content of
the videos and detecting faces, objects, and even celebrities within
the videos. The automatic visual tags do not need any human involvement and have been shown to be very e�ective in representing
the video content. In order to evaluate our proposed technique, we
have performed a set of experiments using a large dataset of videos.
The results have shown that the automatically extracted visual tags
can be incorporated into the cold start recommendation process and
achieve superior results compared to the recommendation based
on human-annotated tags.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems; • Computing methodologies → Visual content-based indexing and
retrieval.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A major challenge in Recommender Systems is known as the New
Item problem. This problem is part of a bigger challenge called
Cold Start problem, and it occurs when a new item is added to
the item catalog and no rating has been provided by the users
for that new item [19, 30, 40, 52]. Content-Based Filtering (CBF)
is a recommendation technique that can alleviate the cold start
problem by using the item metadata (e.g., tags) to �nd items that
have (content-wise) similarities and to recommend to a target user
the items that are similar to those items liked by the user in the
past [15, 33, 43, 50]. This technique can be used in a variety of
application domains, including the video domain, where the video
content is represented by high-level features (e.g., tags added to
videos) and low-level features (e.g., colorfulness in videos) [16]. The
former type of content features represents the semantics illustrated
by the concepts and events happening within a video (e.g., Titanic
1997 annotated with #LeonardoDiCaprio tag) [23]. The latter type of
features, on the other hand, represents the stylistic aspects of videos
de�ned by the aesthetic characteristics of the videos (e.g., Alice
in Wonderland 2010 having a high value of colorfulness). Contentbased video recommendation typically focuses on exploiting highlevel features, which can be either manual (annotated by human)
or automatic (annotated by algorithms). While manual features
can be informative descriptors of an item, they are typically either
unavailable or expensive to collect. As an example, in the world’s
biggest online video community (YouTube) the videos are often
uploaded with no or very poor metadata [10].
In the cold start scenario, where a new item is added to the
system catalog and no user has yet rated the new item or annotated
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it with any metadata, the recommender system may be unable to
generate a relevant recommendation of the new item. An example
can be a video uploaded to a video-sharing platform and none of
the users has yet rated or tagged that video. In many cases, even
the video maker herself forgets to include a meaningful description
when uploading the video. In any of the above cold start situations,
even sophisticated recommendation algorithms may fail to make
relevant recommendations.
This paper proposes a novel recommendation approach based on
automatic visual tags. Such features are automatically identi�ed and
added to the video items using Deep Learning models [5, 14, 57, 58].
Examples of visual tags are a set of tags automatically added to a
video, representing objects, faces, and celebrities within that video.
These visual tags can describe the high-level and semantic content
of the video �le (e.g., #AngelinaJolie in #Airplane), in contrast to
visual features describing low-level and stylistic content (e.g., colorfulness and brightness). Our proposed visual tags are then used
to generate content-based video recommendation for users and
compared against (manual) tags that need human annotation, and
not necessarily always available.
We have performed a number of experiments using a large
dataset of 7,689 movie trailers in order to evaluate the quality of
recommendation based on (automatic) visual tags. We used movie
trailers since prior works have shown high visual similarity between the trailers and their corresponding full-length movies [11].
In these experiments, we have compared the recommendation based
on “combined” high-level visual tags with the recommendation
based on each “individual” type of them, i.e., Celebrity tags, Facial
tags, and Object tags. We compared the quality of these (automatic)
tags with recommendations based on (manual) tags as well as recommendations based on low-level features. The results have shown
the e�ectiveness of our proposed visual tags, in comparison to the
recommendation based on (manual) tags and low-level features. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst attempt for generating
(high-level) visual tags and comparing it against alternative (lowlevel) visual features considering the (extreme) cold start situations
when no other type of content data exists for the videos.
It is worth noting that we primarily focused on recommendation
based on tags as prior studies have shown the superior performance
of tags in comparison to other types of content features (e.g., genre)
[13]. Furthermore, using visual tags enables the recommender systems to include explanation when presenting recommended videos
to their users. Explanation may enhance transparency of the system
and result in higher user satisfaction [54]. This is not very feasible
with the pure low-level visual features.
The main contributions of this paper is listed in the following:
• we have extracted a large dataset of (automatic) visual tags
from 7,689 movie trailers, using Deep Learning models, capable of annotating movies with a wide range of automatic
tags including celebrity tags (e.g., #TomHanks & #BradPitt),
object tags (e.g., #sky & #children), and face tags (e.g., #happy
& #withGlass); our dataset is public and freely available on
Figshare1 ;
• we have addressed the cold start problem by proposing a
novel set of content features, extracted automatically, with
1 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.�gshare.14528727
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no need for any human involvement and used for recommending new items with no rating and no tags;
• we have evaluated the proposed content-based recommendation approach using a large dataset of thousands of movie
trailers and compared our results with di�erent baselines,
including recommendation based on low-level visual features
(e.g., colorfulness, sharpness, and naturalness in movies);
• our results have shown the superiority of recommendation
based on our high-level visual tags, used all together or individually (e.g., using only celebrity tags), in comparison to
the manual tags and low-level visual features.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we will brie�y review two related research areas, i.e.,
(a) tag-based recommender systems and (b) visually-aware recommender systems. Several prior works have incorporated (humanannotated) tags into the recommendation process[1, 2, 6, 12, 20, 21,
36]. An example can be [29] where integrating tag-based similarities
within a Collaborative Filtering system has yielded an improvement
in the recommendation. Another example can be [3] where user
tags and item descriptions have been incorporated in the recommendation process. Another example can be [17] where the authors
have proposed a modi�ed version of SVD++ Matrix Factorization
model [28] by replacing the usage of implicit feedback with tagging information. This has resulted in a substantial improvement
of the recommendation performance. In [35] and [18] the matrix
factorization model has been extended with incorporation of latent
factors associated to the item features.
Recent works have proposed using di�erent forms of visual features for recommendation that can be grouped into two classes, i.e.,
(i) low-level features (typically based on hand-crafted approaches)
and (ii) high-level features (typically based on deep learning approaches) [24, 25, 27, 31]. The usage of the low-level visual features has drawn minor attention in recommender systems (e.g., in
[11, 16, 37, 38, 45]). This is while this has been extensively investigated in the other �elds such as computer vision [41, 51]. [7, 26]
provided comprehensive surveys on the state-of-the-art techniques
related to the video content analysis and discussed several low-level
features (e.g. visual, textual, or auditory) that can be used for various
applications, including classi�cation or recommendation. An example of the works using such features is [44] where a framework for
movie genre classi�cation based only on visual features has been
proposed. [53] proposed a deep learning approach to automatically
detect the director of a movie based on low-level visual features.
It is worth noting that, while hand-crafted features [27] may
still o�er promising performance, recently, deep learning-based
approaches have achieved a superior accuracy in comparison to
them [8]. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is an example
of e�ective deep learning approaches that can build a informative
representation of items [32].
This work di�ers from the prior works as it proposes high-level
(automatic) visual tags instead of pure low-level visual features.
One of main di�erences is that we have focused on the task of
video recommendation while many prior works focused on video
annotation or labeling (e.g., [42, 49]). Another di�erence is that
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our work can be used when generating explanations for the recommendation due to the high-level nature of the proposed visual tags
which makes them to be human-understandable compared to the
low-level features. Finally, we have used a large-scale dataset for
our evaluation with thousands of items compared to some of the
prior works which used small-scale datasets (e.g., [11] considering
only few hundreds of items).

3

PROPOSED METHOD

This section explains how our two datasets are generated, one contains the low-level features (i.e. colorfulness, sharpness, saturation,
etc.) and another contains high-level features (i.e. celebrity tags, object & label tags, and face tags). First of all, we used a large dataset
of movie trailers, obtained through querying YouTube based on
the movie titles in the MovieLens dataset [22]. Prior works have
shown a high similarity of visual features extracted from movie
trailers and their respective full-length movies [11]. After an initial prepossessing, we have extracted visual features from 7,689
movie trailers, conducting the following steps: Movie Segmentation,
Feature Extraction, and, Feature Aggregation.

3.1

Movie Segmentation.

In order to segment movies into shots, i.e., sequences of consecutive
frames recorded without camera interference, we used a method
based on Color Histogram Distance [4]. This is due to the fact that the
transition between two shots of the video is typically very abrupt,
and hence, the color histogram di�erences among the movie frames
can be an indicative of it. Finally, for every shot, the middle frame
is selected as the key-frame.

3.2

Feature Extraction

3.2.1 Low-Level Features: 2 We have extracted a set of low-level
visual features capable of e�ectively capturing the attractiveness of
each key frame within the movies. A prior work [47] showed that
these features can be well indicative of how attractive the Flicker
images are. Table 1 (top half) summarizes the full set of extracted
features.
3.2.2 High-Level Features: we have extracted another dataset
containing a novel set of high-level features in the form of visual tags (labels). The main advantage of these novel features
over the low-level features is that high-level features are humanunderstandable and hence sound meaningful to the users. This
enables them to be exploited for various purposes, e.g., generating
explanation of recommendation for users or automatically creating
a brief summary of the movies. It is worth noting that, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the �rst time that a large movie dataset with
(i) a collection of powerful content descriptors consisted of
both high-level visual tags & low-level visual features, being
(ii) directly linked to millions of user ratings and tags is published
and accessible for the community. For creating this dataset, we
initially considered exploiting the Deep Learning approaches and
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frameworks such as ImageAI3 , OpenCV4 , and MTCNN5 . However,
we have encountered a number of challenges needed to be tackled.
The main challenge concerned the low quality of the movie trailers
(and hence their corresponding key frames) we obtained for some of
the old movies. As a consequence, this has yielded in lower quality
of the extracted visual tags. Hence, we checked alternative enterprise services and found them to be more robust compared to the
above-mentioned open-source approaches. Hence, we decided to
opt for a paid cloud-based service o�ered by Amazon Web Services
(AWS). The service is called Rekognition 6 which is a Software as
a Service (SaaS) computer vision platform capable of extracting a
large number of visual tags, as well as their corresponding con�dence scores in the range of 0%-100%. Table 1 (bottom half) shows
the extracted high-level visual tags for each movie. Celebrity Tags:
Rekognition can recognize thousands of celebrity individuals who
are famous, noteworthy, or prominent in their �eld. Object Tags
(Labels): Rekognition can detect a wide range of labels within the
movies such as vehicles, pets, natural objects, o�ce equipments,
buildings, and etc. Face Tags (Facial attributes): Rekognition is
able to locate faces within images and analyze face attributes, such
as whether or not the face is smiling or the eyes are open. It can
also detect emotions, namely, ‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘angry’, ‘confused’,
‘disgusted’, ‘surprised’, ‘calm’, ‘fear’, and ‘unknown’.

3.3

Feature Aggregation

To form the feature vector description of a movie, we used a combination of term frequency–inverse document frequency (tf-idf)
method and Word2Vec vectors [39] trained on GoogleNews7 as the
following. First, we collected all the celebrities detected within the
set of all frames of each movie. Considering each movie as a document and each label as a word, we calculated the tf-idf scores of each
word. In addition to that, we computed the vector representation of
each word using the Word2Vec network. This is a real-value vector
of length 300. In order to make a single vector for each movie, we
calculated the weighted average of vector-representations of all
the celebrity tags appeared in the movie with tf-idf values as their
weight.

3.4

Recommendation algorithm

We adopted a classical “K-Nearest Neighbor” content-based algorithm. Given a set of users D 2 * and a catalog of items 8 2 , a set
of preference scores AD8 given by user D to item 8 has been collected.
Each item 8 2 is associated to its feature vector fi . For each couple
of items 8 and 9, the similarity score B8 9 is computed using cosine
similarity and utilized for rating prediction:
fi) fj
B8 9 =
fi fj

AˆD8 =

Õ

9 2# #8 ,AD 9 >0 AD 9 B8 9

Õ

9 2# #8 ,AD 9 >0 B8 9

where # #8 is the set of nearest neighbors for each item 8.
3 https://github.com/OlafenwaMoses/ImageAI

4 https://opencv.org/
2 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333579748_MA14KD_AGGREGATED_

Dataset_Description_Visual_Attraction_of_Movie_Trailers

5 https://github.com/ipazc/mtcnn

6 https://aws.amazon.com/rekognition/

7 https://github.com/mmihaltz/word2vec-GoogleNews-vectors

(1)
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Table 1: Characteristics of two datasets extracted from movie trailers
Dataset

Low-Level
Features
(Colorfulness,
(Brightness, etc.)

High-Level
(Celebrity,
Object, Face)

Feature

Description

Details

Sharpness
Sharpness Variation
Contrast
RGB Contrast
Saturation
Saturation variation
Brightness
Colorfulness
Entropy
Naturalness
celebrity_name
celebrity_url
match_con�dence
label_con�dence
face_conf
age_range
emotion
gender_info
eyeglasses/sunglasses
eyesopen_info
smile_info
mouthopen_info
mustache/beard

level of details within a frame
standard deviation of all pixel sharpness values
relative di�erence in brightness/color of features
contract which is extended to RGB color space
colorfulness relative to brightness
standard deviation of all pixel saturation values
average brightness of a frame
individual color distance of pixels in a frame
amount of information in a video frame
di�erence between a frame & human perception
name of detected celebrity
URL of imdb page for celebrity (can be empty)
con�dence rate [50%,100%]
con�dence rate [0%,100%]
con�dence rate [0%,100%]
age range of detected face
level of con�dence in determination
gender value and con�dence level of gender detection
true, false and con�dence level of a eye glass/sunglasses detection
true, false and con�dence level of an eye open detection
true, false and con�dence level of a smile detection
true, false and con�dence level of a mouth open detection
true, false and con�dence level of mustache/beard detection

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Methodology
For evaluation, we followed a methodology similar to the one proposed by [9]. We used a large rating dataset, i.e., MovieLens with
25M ratings, and �ltered out users who have rated at least 10 relevant items (i.e., items with ratings equal or higher than 4). This
ensured us that each user has a minimum number of favorite items.
For each selected user, we chose 2 items with rating equal or higher
than 4 (forming a favorite set of items). Then we randomly added
500 items not rated by the user to this set. After that we predicted
the ratings for all the 502 movies using the recommender system
and ordered them according to the predicted ratings. For each
1  #  502, the number of hits is the number of favorite movies
appeared in top # movies (e.g. 0, 1 or 2). Assume ) is the total number of favorite items in the test set for all selected users () = 8000
in our case), then:
A420;;@# =

4.2

#⌘8CB
)

?A428B8>=@# =

#⌘8CB A420;;@#
=
# ·)
#

(2)

Visualizing Automatic Tags

For the aim of visualization of the data, we used a powerful dimensionality reduction method called T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding method (t-SNE) [34]. The result has been plotted in Figure 1. Please note that, every point in this �gure represents a tag
and the distances are indicative of the visual similarities. Hence,
tags could be positioned close to or far from each other, depending
on their visual similarities. As it is seen in the �gure, although the

#Features=10

#Celebrities=29,132
#Labels=2,636

#Features=28

distances are computed based on visual similarities (which is not
necessarily translated to pure tag semantics), however, the tags that
are located close by are semantically related. For example, as seen
in the �gure, the following tags located in the bottom right side
of the �gure are semantically related: dark, detective, horror, life &
death, murder and mystery.

4.3

Recommendation in Cold Start

We exploited di�erent forms of low-level visual features and highlevel visual tags (see Table 1), extracted automatically from video
to build a content-based recommender system. We evaluated the
system considering the new item cold start scenario. It is worth
noting that, in the severe cold start scenario, a video item may have
neither any rating nor any manual tag. In such a case, the system can
only rely on our proposed (automatic) visual tags, as they require
no human-annotation. In the moderate scenario of cold start, a
limited number of users may have added few manual tags, and the
recommender system can generate personalized recommendation
based on them.
We have evaluated the performance of our proposed recommender system using (automatic) visual tags in terms of precision@N, and recall@N [48]. Although we have also computed
F1@N scores, due to the space limit we have not reported these
results. Moreover, as the main baseline, we have considered the
recommendation based on tags since prior studies have proven the
superior performance of tags in comparison to the other types of
content features (e.g., genre) [13].
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Figure 1: Analyzing user-annotated tags, based on visual features within the videos, by applying t-SNE technique.
Figure 2 presents the results in terms of precision@N (left sub�gure) and recall@N (right sub-�gure). As it can be seen, by far
the best result has been achieved by recommendation based on (automatic) celebrity tags, annotated based on Deep Learning model,
and for all range of recommendation size (1<N<20). The precision
values started at 0.013 for precision@1 and reached the value of
0.004 for precision@20. The second best performance has been observed for recommendation based on the automatic visual tags (i.e.,
combination of Celebrity+Facial+Object tags). Recommendation
based on manual tags (human-annotated) has shown to have the
third best performance among all features up to the N=5. However,
when N got larger than 5, low-level visual features (e.g., colorfulness,
sharpness, naturalness, etc.) has outperformed the manual tags.
Similar results have been observed for the recall metric. As it can
be seen, again, the recommendation based on (automatic) celebrity
tags has expressed substantially better performance by achieving
the highest recall values for all di�erent recommendation sizes (N).
The recall values for this method has begun with 0.013 for recall@1
and reached 0.084 for recall@20. The next best performance is
observed for automatic visual tags. Recommendation based on
visual tags has achieved 0.009 for recall@1 and 0.048 for recall@20.
Recommendation based on manual tags has not not been very
di�erent from visual tags where the values are 0.007 for recall@1
and 0.037 for recall@20. For both precision@N and recall@N the
worse performance has been achieved by (automatic) object and
(automatic) facial tags. This can be due to our particular aggregation
methodology and can be substantially improved by using a novel

feature fusion technique. Despite the observed poor performance
of these type of automatic features, however, these features can
still serve as a potential solution for cold start scenario where no
tag and no rating has been available for a new item.

5

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we address the so-called cold start challenge in recommender systems and propose a technique to generate recommendation based on visual tags. These are novel features that describe
the video content and can be automatically annotated and used
when a new item has not received any rating or any user tag. In
such a severe case, any form of complicated recommender algorithm may fail to generate relevant recommendations. We have also
performed experiments, assuming that the users have manually
annotated a number of tags. The results revealed a superior quality
of recommendations based on visual tags compared to the manual
tags. These results are promising as they demonstrate the potential power of visual tags in dealing with severe cases of cold start
problem.
Our future work plan includes implementing a new component
that can analyze facial expressions of users and collect user preferences from such novel form of data [55, 56]. In addition to that, we
plan to extend our feature set by including audio features collected
in a recent work [46]. This will enable our proposed technique to
generate recommendations based on a novel set of audio-visual
features.
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Figure 2: Comparing recommendation based on di�erent features, in terms of (left) precision@N and (right) recall@N
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